Strategies for collecting
the family history to assess
risk for inherited cancer
By Mary Elizabeth “Betsy” Guimond, PhD, WHNP-BC
Collection of a patient’s family history (FH) is an important tool
for establishing her risk levels for certain inherited cancers. Time
constraints and other barriers challenge the ability of healthcare
providers to collect a complete and detailed FH, which can
result in inadequate risk assessment. The author presents
strategies to improve FH collection and documentation and
briefly reviews guidelines for assessing patterns of risk for
inherited cancers within the history.
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n clinical practice, a patient’s
family history (FH) helps establish patterns of risk for hereditary disease and serves as a component of the general health history.
Collection of an FH that reflects
three or more generations (siblings,
parents, grandparents) is recommended to assess a patient’s genetic risk for hereditary cancers. In
many cases, FHs are limited to information about first-degree relatives; these histories are rarely updated to reflect newly discovered
disease in family members.1 Lack of
availability or inadequate review of
the FH is a missed opportunity for
risk stratification for hereditary cancers, referral for genetic testing, and
provision of recommendations for
early screening and risk reduction
strategies if needed.
Healthcare providers (HCPs)
should take a complete FH at each
patient’s annual well-woman visit
and be able to recognize patterns
of risk for inherited cancers. A
woman’s genetic predisposition to
hereditary cancer will have implications for screening, disease prevention, and treatment options.2 The
purpose of this article is to improve
the quality of FH documentation
by presenting strategies to streamline collection of FH information
and to review guidelines for assessing patterns of risk for inherited
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cancers—specifically breast cancer, reproductive cancers, and
colon cancer—within the history.

Inherited genetic mutations
that increase cancer risk
Although generally recognized as a
risk factor for breast cancer, a mutation of breast cancer gene 1 or 2
(BRCA 1/2) imparts substantial risk
for the development of other cancers as well. A mutation in BRCA 1/2
disables the ability of the gene to
affect cellular repair of damaged
DNA, a condition particularly
associated with breast, ovarian,
prostate, and pancreatic cancers.3
The pattern of inheritance is autosomal-dominant; inheritance of the
BRCA 1/2 mutation may arise from
either the maternal or the paternal
side of the family. Women who
carry a mutation on BRCA 1/2 have
a 40%-80% risk of developing
breast cancer and a 11%-40% risk
of developing ovarian cancer in
their lifetime.4 Mutations on other
genes (TP53, PTEN, STK11) have
been linked to high risk for breast
cancer in young women, but these
mutations are less common.5
Lynch syndrome (hereditary
nonpolyposis colon cancer
[HNPCC]), another autosomal-dominant genetic condition, places individuals at high risk for cancer by
inactivating the DNA repair function coded by MSH2, a DNA mismatch repair protein, or by the
gene MLH1.6 Women with Lynch
syndrome have lifetime risks of
40%-60% of developing endometrial cancer and of 4%-12% of developing ovarian cancer.7,8 Women
and men with this genetic condition have an 80% lifetime risk of
developing colon cancer.9

Importance and implications
of the family history review
For young women with no per-
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sonal history of cancer (unaffected
women), an FH review is an opportunity to provide anticipatory
guidance. When an FH may indicate an inherited cancer, testing
for the suspected genetic mutation in the affected family member(s) is recommended. Once a
particular genetic mutation is
identified in the family member(s),
other members can be offered
early screening and specific testing for the mutation.5 Early awareness is important; women who
test positive for a genetic mutation that imparts cancer risk
should be counseled about early

A family
history
review is an
opportunity to
provide anticipatory
guidance.
screening and consideration of
preventive options.
For example, emerging data
have associated the BRCA1 mutation with the development of cancers caused by the deleterious effect of estrogen metabolites on
DNA synthesis. This link is noteworthy in that medications that
decrease or halt estrogen production (e.g., luteinizing hormone-releasing agonists) could be offered
as a preventive option against
breast cancer for some women.10
Studies evaluating the effectiveness of aromatase inhibitors and
selective estrogen receptor modulators for cancer prevention in
these groups are under way. New
evidence suggests that women
with BRCA1 mutations who un-
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dergo oophorectomy before age
35 have decreased mortality rates
from ovarian cancer (women who
have BRCA2 mutations may be
able to delay this surgery until
their 40s).11 Oral contraceptive use
and oophorectomy are recommended for prevention of HNPCCrelated cancers.8
Of note, mutations in cancer
predisposition genes other than
BRCA1/2 and those that cause
HNPCC can place women at high
risk of developing breast cancer
and/or reproductive cancers.
Women who test negative for BRCA
or HPNCC mutations but have a
strong familial picture for cancer
risk should begin screening early,
and options for preventive treatment should still be considered.12

Family history collection
methods
Many HCPs recognize the value of
the FH but cite lack of time and
limited patient knowledge of their
own FH as major barriers to collection of an accurate FH.13 Several
studies have established that a
self-collected instrument is an effective and time-efficient method
of collecting FH data and identifying risk for hereditary cancers.1,14,15 Individuals who selfcollect may have access to family
members with better recall for
third- or fourth-degree relatives.14,15 Although initiatives to
develop and improve access to
self-collected and archived FHs
are under way, adoption of this
method has been slow.16,17
The Table lists some available FH
tools. The Surgeon General’s Family
History Initiative advocates use of
an online tool, My Family Health
Portrait (MFHP), which allows individuals to collect and upload accurate FH information. The MFHP facilitates creation of a table that can
www.NPWOMENSHEALTHCARE.com

Table. Family history tools
Where to find it

Resource

What it does

My Family
Health Portrait

Online tool freely available to the public. familyhistory.hhs.gov/
fhh-web/home.action
Individuals input FH. Tool generates FH
table and pedigree. File is downloaded
to the individual’s electronic device; no
information is stored on the host site.

Family History Tool Online tool that is available for public
use but requires an account set-up. Tool
generates FH table and pedigree.
Individual can use guest account access
without storing information or store and
access information on the host site.
Family History
Collection Form

Paper-based collection tool freely
available to the public. Generates an
FH table that can be used to develop
a family pedigree.

be populated online and downloaded for storage and periodic updating on a computer. The printed
output can be shared with HCPs to
help identify specific risk patterns
within the family.16,18 Although few
studies have been published on
the efficacy of MFHP, evidence suggests that this tool is particularly
useful as a means of recording FHs
of breast and ovarian cancers.19,20
Family Healthware™, developed
by the CDC, is a Web-based tool
that integrates familial risk assessment with generation of specific
health screening recommendation
messages based on risk.21 Although the results of a randomized trial conducted on 3283 primary care patients that compared
the clinical usefulness of the Family Healthware tool versus general
cancer prevention messages were
equivocal,21 the authors suggested that better engagement
with the clinician and integration
with a health record and decision
support might improve clinical
outcomes and should be incorporated in future iterations of the
tool. As this issue goes to press,
www.NPWOMENSHEALTHCARE.com

Author
Office of the Surgeon
General and the
National Human
Genome Research
Institute

fht.myriad.com/app/#/
get-started

Myriad Genetics

nchpeg.org/index.php?
option=com_content
&view=article&id=
61&Itemid=74

National Coalition for
Health Professional
Education in Genetics.
The Jackson Laboratory.

the CDC website for Family Healthware indicates that the Web-based
tool remains in testing but may be
available for research purposes by
contacting the CDC.22
Myriad Genetics created the
Hereditary Cancer Quiz, a fouritem online assessment that purports to identify flags for hereditary breast and ovarian cancer
(HBOC) and HNPCC risks.23 Individuals whose answers trigger risk
flags are invited to complete a detailed online Family History Tool
(FHT). The FHT is similar to the
MFHP in that individuals who complete the FHT can identify patterns
showing risk for hereditary cancers
within their family.24 The table and
pedigree generated by the FHT
can be shared with a specified HCP
via encrypted email. The Web interface is intuitive, and results are
both easy to understand and visually attractive. Individuals can
choose to create a personal account maintained on the website
or use the site via a guest account.
The privacy statement for the website stipulates that individuals who
create an account remain guard-

ians of the data, meaning that account creators control all access.
However, individuals using this site
should read and review the privacy
statement before setting up a personal account.25 Myriad Genetics
makes no statements regarding
the product’s efficacy or bias.
Paper-based instruments are an
effective alternative if online access
or privacy is a concern. Several such
instruments are available. Hughes et
al26 successfully deployed a self-administered paper-based FH instrument for patients in an internal
medicine practice, resulting in 6%
(51/567) being referred for additional services because of high risks
suggested by the FH. A Family History Collection Form created by the
National Coalition for Health Professional Education in Genetics is available for download and use.27 The
download site includes supplementary instructions for completing and
interpreting the collected data.

Barriers for providers and
patients
According to HCPs, barriers to
performing an FH review include
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a lack of familiarity with screening
recommendations for inherited
cancers and a lack of knowledge
regarding which patients to refer
to geneticists.13 Evidence suggests that low-risk, affluent
women are over-referred for genetic counseling and genetic
screening tests,28,29 whereas minorities are disproportionately
under-referred for these same
services.30 Over-referral for genetic testing of low- to averagerisk women is associated with use
of patient inquiry about FH as a
determinant in the decision to refer for genetic screening.29 Barriers to routine collection of FH information also include low patient
reading level and privacy concerns. Special efforts may need to
be extended to women with low
literacy. Some cultural groups
may find “keeping it on paper”
problematic.31 Protocols and education programs about protections provided by the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act
will need to be developed and
communicated broadly.

Recommendations for risk
assessment and referral
In an FH, presence of any of these
indicators is a red flag that warrants further investigation and
possible referral to a genetics
counselor32:
• Several family members with
the same or related cancers
• Early age of onset for cancer
• Male breast cancer
• Ashkenazi Jewish descent
The American College [now
Congress] of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) recommends
genetic counseling and screening
for unaffected women with a close
relative who has been diagnosed
with ovarian cancer or a BRCA1/2
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mutation.33 In addition, women
who have male relatives with
breast cancer, multiple cases of
breast cancer among close relatives, or close relatives diagnosed
with breast cancer at an early age
should be offered genetic screening.33 The most recent screening/
genetics referral recommendations by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network are similar to
those of ACOG, with an additional
recommendation to offer genetic
risk assessment for unaffected individuals who have more than one
family member on the same side
affected by any of these cancers:
endometrial cancer, pancreatic

Commencement of
screening for cervical
cancer is an
opportune time to
introduce the idea
of FH data
collection.
cancer, aggressive prostate cancer,
brain tumors, leukemia/lymphoma, thyroid cancer, or diffuse
gastrointestinal cancer.34

Implementation
Under the Affordable Care Act, coverage was extended for preventive
health services, including genetic
counseling and BRCA testing if a
woman’s FH shows evidence of risk
for deleterious mutations.35 Commencement of screening for cervical cancer is an opportune time to
introduce the idea of FH data collection to young women. A few
minutes could be used to discuss
the benefits of FH awareness and to
present options for data collection
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(online or paper tool). Women can
choose to begin collecting FH data
prior to their next scheduled annual
visit, which will allow them and
their families to discuss family
members’ health histories and have
adequate time to gather missing
details. Interventions and screening
should start early; beginning the
process in a woman’s early 20s allows adequate time to collect information, determine risk, and, if necessary, refer for screening.

Conclusion
The information and resources
provided in this article are intended to facilitate collection and
interpretation of the FH during the
annual well-woman visit. Hereditary patterns of disease are most
readily identified by review of a
comprehensive FH. As such, HCPs
need to develop skills in collecting
and interpreting FHs. Improved
collection and documentation
skills for HCPs may have a profound impact on decisions about
further screening, disease prevention, and treatment options for inherited cancer.
=
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